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Abstract: Nowadays, virtual reality enters engineering
work. It is widely used in various sectors. It brings new
possibilities that result is increasing of productivity and re-
liability of production, quality of products and processes.
One of the areas where virtual reality has been used more
and more is logistics. Virtual reality and especially aug-
mented reality offer above all in the area of logistics a
perspective related with increasing of effectiveness of pro-
cesses. Wide possibilities for virtual reality use in logistics
can be found in the automotive industry. The paper de-
scribes an application of the method of video-mapping in
storage logistics. The paper also describes its practical use
as a tool for increasing the efficiency of logistics processes,
whichwas presented by a reduction of the processing time
of the shipment picking by 10%. The paper also points out
the possibilities for applying this method in other indus-
trial areas, it is possible to use the experience gained in
automotive and described in this paper.
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1 Introduction
Virtual and augmented reality presents a powerful engi-
neering tool that finds application in various engineering
fields, including logistics. Authors Karkul and Stryhuni-
vska present one of the possible examples of virtual re-
ality application in logistics [1]. They dealt with detailed
field oriented to facilitating logistic systems. However, in
the context of logistics, the concept of augmented reality
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is increasingly being used instead of classical virtual real-
itywhich is characterizedby anartificially created environ-
ment [2]. The great advantage of augmented reality is the
fact that it offers, among other things, a direct view of the
real environment [3]. Use of augmented reality is possible
with special hardware tools, such as glasses Hololens [4]
or Google Glasses. It is an approach that is used for exam-
ple in storage logistics. This problem is in detail described
by Guo et al. [5]. As one of the results of their research is
the application of head-up displays which reduce errors
in logistics processes and increases their efficiency. This
problem is also in detail researched by Reif et al. [6]. These
authors state that headset systems of augmented reality
can significantly affect providing information to employ-
ees and indicate their use within the system Pick-by-Visio.
The system Pick-by-Visio is used in various systems of stor-
age logistics [7]. This process is described in more detail
in the paper of the authors Schwerdtfeger et al. [8]. It is
possible to state that virtual and augmented reality are a
perspective are for information and communication tech-
nologies in the automotive industry [9]. It helps to increase
their efficiency, eliminate bottlenecks and improve them.
Virtual reality can be used for example for the planning
of layout and allocation of production devices and equip-
ment [10]. Virtual reality has also its place for logistics in
the field of planning andprojection of transport units. This
activity can use knowledge, presented in [11]. Virtual and
augmented reality dispose with perspective for optimiza-
tion of processes within production logistics and this fact
raises these technologies for automotive industry [12, 13].
Based on the present knowledge, it is possible to state, that
virtual and augmented reality has a great potential for lo-
gistics. But it is needed to realize a continual research, ver-
ification of their application possibilities to logistics pro-
cesses. Automotive industry is characterized by highly so-
phisticated logistics processes that can make application
of virtual and augmented reality more efficient. Within the
paper itwill bedescribedandanalyzedwaysof application
of virtual and augmented reality in the field of storage lo-
gistics and processes of shipment picking. The presented
examplewill point out thepossibility of obtaining time sav-
ings by realization of the selected logistics operations.
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2 Virtual reality in logistics
The use of augmented and virtual reality in production,
processing and other industrial applications contributes
to greater visibility, training and problem-solving. Im-
provement can be made in the area of design, assembly,
quality control and safety. The resulting effect of operation
and processes can increase the quality of products and ac-
celerates their marketing.

Options of virtual and augmented reality can be bene-
ficial in many operational areas:

1. Improvement of design solution
2. Complex assembly
3. Quality assurance
4. Maintenance
5. Professional support
6. Safety
7. Stock operation.

Logistics uses mainly augmented reality. It is used
primarily in warehousing, transport optimization, distri-
bution and in an expanded range of value-added ser-
vices. The storage uses for example glasses with the dis-
play, portable computers and cameras. They enable flaw-
less storage of material, it is finding in a warehouse posi-
tion and flawless completion of orders. The system elimi-
nates errors caused bymaterial changes. In transport, aug-
mented reality applies for completeness checking of sup-
plies and loading of material.

Manual pallet recalculation is replaced by the scanner
with 3D sensors, which quickly and accurately determines
the number of pallets and package in a pallet. The system
should also be able to detect damaged pieces in the pack-
age. In the distribution, we mean handing over the con-
signment to the addressee. Often there are problems with
drivers, they cannot find the addressee due to bad or miss-
ing data. This should be avoided by using the face detec-
tion function to determine the authenticity of the recipient.
But there is also a problem with the privacy law. The offer
of services for data protection wemean assembly or repair.
The system of augmented reality monitors and identifies
errors in the process.

2.1 Augmented reality in logistics systems

The term augmented reality – AR, which is not as known
as virtual reality, has been used since 1990. Augmented re-
ality is the representation of reality and the subsequent ad-
dition of digital elements. Augmented reality is one of the
four categories of virtual reality.Within it, the real world is

visible, either the immediate surroundings of the observer
(real reality) or the projection of a distant place (presence
in another place). In such a created real-world system are
placed artificial images,which can, for example, to display
commonly invisible object to the human eye. The term aug-
mented reality is a general term used for a variety of tech-
nologies that are a combination of alphanumeric codes,
graphic object (elements), symbols and information that
appear in the real world.

In terms of logistics, the recognition, localization and
projection augmented reality have the best supposition for
use and application.

2.2 Projection type of augmented reality

The projection-type of augmented reality is characterized
by the projection of graphic elements into the real environ-
ment. Graphic elements can be a monitor with the naked
eye and projection technology is required for their projec-
tion. This type of virtual reality is mainly used for infor-
mation purpose, it helps to realize navigation in open or
closed objects and can display simple operating elements
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Example of a projection type of virtual reality [14, 15].
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In terms of implementation, projection by augmented
reality belongs to direct methods of augmented reality be-
cause it allows monitor of the physical scene directly and
objects are added in a transparent form.

3 Application of virtual and
augmented reality in automotive

Logistics in automotive companies is a key component, or
it represents one of the main serving items of any automo-
tive company. It cooperates very closely with production.
Together they provide car production, production of ser-
vice parts, aggregates and their components, production
of tools and preparations.

Other tasks of logistics include ensuring the supply of
parts and components and at the same time, it prepares
the realization of new projects. Within logistics in automo-
tive, activities and measures are realized which aimed at
the optimization of logistics processes, areas, handling de-
vices, including material flow. In order to meet these re-
quirements, the implementation of information technolo-
gies is realized, then coordination of JIT processes, cre-
ation of packaging regulations. Lust but not least, logistics
concepts and projects are created. Effective realization of
all these activities requires the use of the latest technolo-
gies, where the virtual and augmented logistics have an
irreplaceable role.

Last but not least, logistics concepts and projects are
being created. Effective implementation of all these activ-
ities requires the use of the latest technologies, among
which virtual and augmented reality have an irreplaceable
role.

3.1 Application of virtual and augmented
reality in automotive

As it was mentioned, virtual reality and especially aug-
mented reality dispose ofwith a huge potential for the field
of logistics processes. Classical virtual reality offers its ap-
plication especially in analytical activities in the field of
projection and design of logistics processes. It can be used
primarily in connection with a digital twin or the philoso-
phy of digital enterprise.

In logistics, it is possible to find out, thanks to virtual
reality, whether it will be possible tomount parts and com-
ponents according to the proposed technological proce-
dure. Another use of virtual reality is a virtual simulation
of various natural and physical phenomena, such as night

driving or temperature loads. Virtual reality finds great use
in CRASH tests. Virtual reality makes work faster and eas-
ier. The environment in virtual reality is in the long term
aspect cheaper than the creation of physical models and
prototypes (Figure 2). Virtual reality saves money signifi-
cantly.

Figure 2: Example of virtual reality application within storage logis-
tics of small components.

3.2 Use of the method of video-mapping in
storage logistics

One of the main activities within storage logistics is the
preparation of products for distribution and their picking.
Within this activity, it can often lead to errors, which are
most often presented by frequent replacement of compo-
nents, their wrong allocation and inadequate fixation to
the palette, and this can have affected to damages during
transport. One of the ways to prevent these adverse phe-
nomena is to use augmented reality within the method of
video-mapping.

This method is based on a projection in which a 3D im-
age is projected onto the static object. Video-mapping can
project image accurately andwithout distortion onany sur-
face. It is a directmethodof augmented reality. It is realized
by projectors in combination with different sensors and it
creates texturing of the physical object. It works thanks to
laser projection. For right realization of this method, it is
needed their precise calibration (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Principle of the method of video-mapping within storage logistics [16].

3.3 Determination and evaluation of the
effectiveness of applying the tools of
virtual and augmented reality

The use of virtual and augmented reality in automotive in-
dustry needs to be evaluated for the need of knowing the
effectiveness and benefits which they bring. The evalua-
tion criteriawith the highest interest of users are presented
by financial and time criteria. The financial criteria are pri-
marily focused on the monitoring of the reduction of costs
associatedwith errors due to for example prolonging of the
process of picking, product damage or more handling op-
erations. Time criteriamonitor reducing of the time of pick-
ing, time of control and time for the eventual reduction of
different types of failures.

For example, we can use the method of time shot for
the evaluation of the method of virtual and augmented re-
ality,with comparisonof the timeof thepickingprocess be-
fore the implementation of the method of virtual and aug-
mented reality with the time after its implementation. The
result must be clear in favour of implementing one of the
methods. Othermethods,we canuse are various statistical
and economic analysis. Their applicationmust be realized
with an emphasis on logistics processes, where these tools
of virtual and augmented reality are used.

3.4 Description of materials and methods
used in the research

Two methods of analysis – system analysis and time stud-
ies were chosen and used for the research described in this
paper.

3.4.1 System analysis

“System analysis is one of the methods used in the analy-
sis of logistics systems in a company. This analysis applies
the systemic approach. The problem for analysis must be
separated into subsystems and elements. System analysis
focuses on examining the existing whole, evaluating the
realization of its function, target behaviour of parts and
also as a whole [17]”.

The course of system analysis was realized in three
stages:

• verification of correctness of objectives formulation,
• analysis of the structure of the system and its be-
haviour,

• design of options for improving the existing system.
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3.4.2 Time studies

“Time studies primarily serve to standardize work, but on
the other hand, they can serve as a basis for improving
work tasks. The outputs of this analysis can be used as
a basis for detecting activities that do not add value and
also their origin [18]. Time studies are ranked among the
methods of direct observation. They are divided into two
groups:

• Continual – data are obtained by continuous mea-
surement,

• Moment – data are obtained by measuring random
moments during the working day [18]”.

Work measurement was performed at the workplace
where virtual andaugmented reality toolswere installed in
real-time. Through a time study, the following were moni-
tored:

• shot of the working day
• moment observation
• chronometry [18].

During the analysis, the main focus was on 5 main
areas, which assessed the monitored processes, activities,
that were performed, wastage of time, but also activities
without value. The analysis focused on the objective of the
actual work of the worker by picking and the way of work
realization. Based on the analysis of these factors, it was
possible to identify, combine, connect and simplify indi-
vidual activities. The analyses followed the main and sec-
ondary objectives of the process of picking [18]”.

4 Example of augmented reality
use by consignment picking

The picking process places high demands on accuracy,
time and reliability. The aim is to ensure zero replacement
of goods, and their right fixation and allocation on the
transport and handling devices. Furthermore, within this
process, components cannot be damaged.

Use of the method of video-mapping, the device dis-
plays instruction on a specific part, on the part carrier, or
on the floor of the hall. Laser projections determine the cor-
rect position of the part on the palette. Text, figures and
videos illustrate and show the optimal fixation and protec-
tion of the parts and components. For monitoring of dis-
played information, it is not needed a special device.

The system detects if any of the parts are positioned
wrong and it helps workers in positioning them correctly.

The augmented realityminimizes errors by packing and in-
creases the safety of the working environment.

The system of video-mapping consists of lasing projec-
tor with ultra-high-resolution and HD cameras (Figure 4).
The important part of the whole system is the adaptation
of the cameras to the intensity of the lightening in the hall
so that the devices reliably ensure projection and also scan
the surrounding.

Figure 4: Projectors of the system of Video-mapping.

The system must provide a solution that will not de-
lay individual workers in their work by material picking.
Thewhole system starsworking by theway that theworker
loads to the system the specific information by a bar code.
The first help of the system starts with a light indication
of the specific location, where to allocate the palette RACK
(Figure 5).

Figure 5:Marking of the place for allocation of the pallet.

Subsequently, the parts are assembled according to
the list. Before the allocation of parts in the position, the
worker checks the identity of the part by reading the bar
code (Figure 6). The system evaluates if the part meets the
requirement. If the part does not match, the system lights
up red as a warning symbol. In case of amatch, the system
starts with help. Text information is presented on the floor
and blue colour presents the right position of the part allo-
cation on the palette. After positioning the part in the cor-
rect, enlightened position, the blue colour of the enlight-
ened position is changed to green for a moment and then
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Table 1: Input data about the sale, monthly average prices and revenues.

Name of operation Time of assembling
Original condition (min) Use of video-mapping (min)

Preparation of material from the warehouse 30 30
Preparation of pallette 3 2,5
Control of parts accuracy 13 9,5
Assembling and fixation of parts to the palette 24 21
Total time [min] 70 63

Figure 6: The download of material code.

Figure 7: The lighting of parts after allocation in the right position.

goes out (Figure 7). Workers complete due to text and light
helps the whole palette.

After assembling of parts, the entire palette is lighted
in green to indicate that all parts are in agreement. This
confirms the required allocation of all assembled parts in
the position and the secure fixation of the parts to the pal-
let. Textual information is displayed on the floor that the
pallet is completely ready.

5 Conclusion
Implementationof augmented reality –Video-mapping for
the workplace of parts assembling on the palette, saves a
certain amount of time per worker (Table 1).

If more workers are involved to complete one pallet,
the saved time will logically increase. From the point of
view of investment, the acquisition, implementation and
start-up of this system was a significant intervention in fi-
nance. Save time and eliminate errors altogether, due to
implementationof vide-mapping is a great asset. Theother
side of thematter is the importance and expected return on
investment to implement this system. The return on invest-
ment is expected within one year.

The aim of the research, described in this paper, was
to implement tools of the augmented reality to the process
of shipments picking within the processes of storage logis-
ticswith the aim to increase their efficiency and shortening
the time for preparation. This conclusionwas fully fulfilled
and the achieved savings (10%) present a significant ben-
efit which is reflected in the overall logistics performance
and represents considerable savings in logistics costs. On
the base of these facts, further research will focus on ex-
panding of application to the area of storage logistics. The
aim will be to investigate the continuity of the described
application. This intention is based on the fact that this so-
lution canbring savings in the areaof process timeandeco-
nomic costs. In terms of the initial phase of the research,
the paper is the first of the forthcoming series, which will
be devoted to the research of augmented reality and its ap-
plication possibilities and benefits in the area of storage
logistics in automotive.
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